
Karelian Fish Factories



Obstacle

There was a modern fish factory in Karelia with capac-
ity about 25 tons per month of a unique organic prod-
uct (salted and smoked trout).

This product has been of better quality compared to 
the other fish factories using imported raw materials.
The fish was sold only locally (1,3 tons per month) as 
it was not branded and didn’t have any proper packag-
ing. Due to the same reasons the product could not be 
sold in federal grocery stores.



Decision

Development of the brand, its modern packaging, brand
book and all the necessary materials for entering the
federal grocery stores.

We also created brand platform Raised in Karelia, and 
it became a sign of high quality and trust for the 
consumers.



‘Raised in Karelia' is not a random slogan or just a brand platform.

This is a testament to the crystal clear lakes of Karelia and 
the ringing air of the Northern woods.

The brand is however comprised of much more than nature. 
'Raised in Karelia' is a seal of quality made by dedicated people. 

'Raised in Karelia' is a guarantee that only modern ecological 
fish-rearing and processing technologies were involved.

‘Raised in Karelia',
Brand Platform



The brand identity is born out of Northern woods and lakes 
of Russian Karelia.

It is based on the runic alphabet of Slavic northerners and 
Vyshyvanka, the ethnic ornament found in fabrics and clothes.

The natural motifs and architecture of Karelia take the central 
stage as each package of Karelian Fish Factories products features 

informational excerpts on them.

Identity Description



Moodboard Brand identity















METRO C&C was the first network the product entered to. In 3 months the factory started 
working at full capacity. The consumers could easily identify the packaging and brand 

«Raised in Karelia» itself. The brand becаme very popular.
After 6 months the product appeared in all Russian major networks (METRO С&C, Selgros, 

Perekrestok, Azbuka Vkusa).

By the end of 2017 the factory reached the peak of production capacity. It shipped about 
135,5 tons in 2017. The product demand was growing. It let to increase production capac-
ity in 5 times. The new plant with a production capacity of 125 tons per month will be 

put into operation In May 2018.

Results



Results

135 500 tons per year
2017

1300 tons per year
2015
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Results

MAJOR RETAILERS ON BOARD

A NEW FACTORY WILL OPEN AND BEGIN PRODUCTION
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per month
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per month
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